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Pi Kappa Phi fraternity raises money for Push America with
campout
By William Johnson, The Shorthorn senior staff  Oct 16, 2012

The squirrels on the Central Library mall have competition for sleeping space this week from

the Pi Kappa Phi fraternity.

Members of the university's Delta Psi chapter of the Pi Kappa Phi fraternity have been

camping outside on a scaffold since Sunday evening. Their combined efforts are for their

annual “No Boundaries” event. The week-long philanthropic event, organized by Push

America, the national fraternity's charitable organization, ends on Friday.

According to the Push America website, 85 percent of the organization's proceeds go directly

to national grants and local charitable organizations that serve disabled people.

Fraternity brothers and their associates will huddle up on couches with blankets and laptops

to keep themselves busy when they aren’t participating in the second portion of the event’s

fundraising effort, getting pied in the face.

The men of Pi Kappa Phi are accepting donations of $1 to take a whipped cream pie to the

face. Wes Reynolds, psychology and business senior, is the event chair for the week. He said

they’re hoping to meet a goal of $700 to $800.

By Tuesday afternoon, computer science junior Kyle Owens had taken at least 10 pies to the

face in the name of charity.

“I’m hoping I can make the 50 mark today,” Owens said. “The more pies to the face, the more

money we can get to go to a good cause.”

On Thursday the fraternity will be at the Arlington Highlands location of the Black-eyed Pea

restaurant. Owens is set to play with his Waco area band, Chasing City Lights. 20 percent of

all the restaurant's profit raised that evening, in relation to the fundraiser, will be donated

back to the fraternity.
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Nursing freshman Marquleta Smith said she remembers a program from her primary school

days that encouraged classroom integration with disabled students, who were often grouped

in a different class.

“There were a few times when other people would be picking on a kid and you would have to

stand up for them,” Smith said.

Smith donated a sum large enough to get every fraternity member who was on the scaffold at

the time to get in a large circle and pie themselves. By Tuesday afternoon, donations from

people like Smith halfway filled the charity jug the brothers have set out.

Being outside at night has its dangers, but Reynolds said he and the rest of the fraternity

aren’t worried at all.

“I think everyone on campus should feel much safer with a bunch of Pi Kapps sleeping outside

the library,” Reynolds said. “If they need to walk or go anywhere, I think it’s probably more

comforting to have a bunch of fraternity guys here for a good cause, watching their backs.”
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